
Words and Expressions

蔬菜        shū cài vegetables

一粒 yí lì 

花生米 huā shēng mǐ peanut

嘲笑          cháo xiào to make fun of

担心   dān xīn to worry about

寻找  xún zhǎo to look for, seek

惊险   jīng xiǎn    exciting and possibly dangerous

one (measure word for peanuts and other
small objects)



Words and Expressions

蔬菜 shū cài vegetables

一粒 yí lì

花生米 huā shēng mǐ peanut

嘲笑 cháo xiào to make fun of

担心 dān xīn to worry about

寻找 xún zhǎo to look for, seek

惊险 jīng xiǎn exciting and possibly dangerous

好玩儿    hǎo wánr    fun

捉迷藏  zhuō mí cáng        to play hide and seek

威风          wēi fēng  dashing

搭车      dā chē to hitch a ride

滑板车  huá bǎn chē scooter

幸亏 xìng kuī luckily

欣慰 xīn wèi blessed and content

For more language learning resources, please visit our website at www.candiedplums.com.



Usually, Shelton the snail only eats green vegetables. But one day, 
Shelton ate a peanut and let out a peanut-shaped fart.

The fart followed Shelton. Wherever he went, the fart went too.
All the other snails made fun of Shelton. “You’re a fart daddy,” they said.

The Peanut Fart



Will my fart cry? Will it get hungry? 
It wasn’t long before Shelton started 
to worry about his fart. He decided to 
follow the river and find it.

Shelton caught the fart and stuffed 
it into a bottle. He gently pushed the 
bottle into a stream, and let it float 
away.

There were some tense moments on 
the way… and there were fun times, too. 



It was delightful to make new friends.
He played hide and seek with birds when he had time.
Shelton got braver and braver on his journey.
He stood on an umbrella, as dashing as a ship’s captain.
He hitched a ride on a scooter, and was a model passenger.
Most of the time, though, Shelton was on his own, in the wind and the rain.

There were lots of people out looking for things they had lost. But only 
Shelton was looking for a fart—a peanut-shaped fart. He felt lucky they 
weren’t looking for farts, too.



At last, in the glow of the setting sun, Shelton laid eyes on his fart. 
There it was in the sky, all grown up, with several little farts in tow.

What a relief. With a weight off his heart, Shelton made his way 
back home. His fart had grown up and started a family of its own, 
and Shelton felt as blessed and content as a grandfather, even if his 
grandkids were just a bunch of farts.




